In this work, we present modifications to the well-known basin hopping (BH) optimization algorithm [D. J. Wales and J. P. Doye, J. Phys. Chem. A 101, 5111 (1997)] by incorporating in it the unique and specific nature of interactions among valence electrons and ions in carbon atoms through calculating the cluster's total energy by the density functional tight-binding (DFTB) theory, using it to find the lowest energy structures of carbon clusters and, from these optimized atomic and electronic structures, studying their varied forms of topological transitions, which include a linear chain, a monocyclic to a polycyclic ring, and a fullerene/cage-like geometry. In this modified BH (MBH) algorithm, we define a spatial volume within which the cluster's lowest energy structure is to be searched, and introduce in addition a cut-and-splice genetic operator to increase the searching performance of the energy minimum than the original BH technique. The present MBH/DFTB algorithm is, therefore, characteristically distinguishable from the original BH technique commonly applied to nonmetallic and metallic clusters, technically more thorough and natural in describing the intricate couplings between valence electrons and ions in a carbon cluster, and thus theoretically sound in putting these two charged components on an equal footing. The proposed modified minimization algorithm should be more appropriate, accurate, and precise in the description of a carbon cluster. We evaluate the present algorithm, its energy-minimum searching in particular, by its optimization robustness. Specifically, we first check the MBH/DFTB technique for two representative carbon clusters of larger size, i.e., C 60 and C 72 against the popular cut-and-splice approach [D. M. Deaven and K. M. Ho, Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 288 (1995)] that normally is combined with the genetic algorithm method for finding the cluster's energy minimum, before employing it to investigate carbon clusters in the size range C 3 -C 24 studying their topological transitions. An effort was also made to compare our MBH/DFTB and its re-optimized results carried out by full density functional theory (DFT) calculations with some early DFT-based studies. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
A system of carbon atoms can exist in various forms and they are ubiquitous in our daily life. Carbon clusters, for example, were detected in astrophysical resources for as long as decades ago and they are considered to be constituents of the formation of long-chain cyanpolyynes, carbon dust, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and diffuse interstellar bands.
1,2 Carbon clusters exist in hydrocarbon flames and soot-forming systems in the atmosphere, and studying them can shed some insights on understanding these complex systems. [3] [4] [5] It is believed that carbon clusters are an intermediate in the gas-phase chemistry and they play an important role in chemical vapor deposition systems. This chemical process leads to the production of thin diamond and silicon carbide films 6, 7 and it naturally will tempt one to think of carbon clusters as some kind of a building block with which graphene evolves. Thus, an investigation of its size variation could help to provide clue to the formation mechanism of a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
sklai@coll.phy.ncu.edu.tw graphene and to perhaps many other properties of carbon materials as well. Unique structural and electronic properties have made the carbon cluster a potential candidate in the area of nanoelectronics that covers a diverse set of carbon devices and materials. In these applications, knowledge of the structures of clusters is a prerequisite and is extremely important for an accurate description of the electronic properties. Since the atomic and electronic constituents in the cluster are intricately coupled by Coulombic interactions, in particular for carbon atoms, they should both be considered as equally important charged species in minimizing the cluster's total energy. But the two species are frequently simplified within some kind of approximations. For instance, in the case of metallic clusters, the latter can be the Born Oppenheimer adiabatic approximation where the electronic degrees of freedom are strategically eliminated for given ionic configuration on the basis of differences in their physical properties such as the electronic vs. ionic mass and electronic vs. ionic velocity. This approximation is, however, inappropriate for carbon clusters due to their more complicated covalent bonding nature. In the literature, one sees instead the two components are not always treated on an equal footing in studying the carbon cluster. One reason for not doing so, besides the complexity of Coulombic interactions, is because most experimental techniques currently reported are still inaccessible to directly probing the distribution of carbon atoms in the cluster, thus precluding a critical evaluation of the atomic structure obtained. As a result, one quite often sees that published theoretical calculations are found to prescribe different atomic structures, chosen either indirectly from experiments or other theoretical means, and minimized these structures together with electrons that are incorporated through various theoretical methods such as the density functional theory (DFT) at different levels of hybrid functionals. The optimized geometry corresponds to that level of hybrid functional yielding the lowest energy value, and the latter is sometimes also re-confirmed by calculating vibrational frequencies. Unfortunately, such a strategy to arrive at the minimized atomic structure of the cluster is less justified and ambiguous as pointed out by Jarrold. 8 Even so these latter efforts, if done within full DFT calculations, are numerically tedious because of the increasing number of low-energy isomers as the cluster's size increases. Nonetheless, the numerical analysis of the energetics of this kind is still theoretically appealing and certainly challenging due to systematic improvement of approximations in the electronic Hamiltonian that leads to different calculated results found among theories. The consequence is the continual development of more refined and practical theories that would take into account the most essential and important characteristics of valence electrons.
One other reason for the need of devoting further theoretical efforts to the cluster carbon C n say of size n, apart from the fact mentioned above that structural determination of neutral C n by experimental techniques is generally difficult especially for the pure neutral C n , is its varied forms of topological transitions with n, showing from the linear to ring structure for C n of small n to mono-and multi-ring(s) and three dimensional structures for larger size n.
Since the directional valence-electron-sharing interactions among electrons and ions in the carbon cluster are complicated, it is important to bear in mind that the use of optimization methods to find its ground state structure with say an empirical potential only ensures that a lowest energy value corresponding to that employed interaction potential had been found and the optimized energy is by no means an indication of the cluster's true lowest energy minimum. The quality of the empirical potential used is therefore one essential factor telling how close we are to the true ground state. As most empirical potentials always involve many free parameters to be fitted to different experimental environments measured in bulk or finite system, it is always not certain to what extent the characteristic role of valence electrons has been taken into account. Accordingly, one notices in the literature that a same empirical potential has appeared with different upgraded generations. A popular example is the Brenner empirical potential which was developed for studying covalent clusters. This empirical potential was reported by now up to three generations. [9] [10] [11] Perhaps a more ambitious way to tackle this lowest energy minimum searching is to apply the full DFT method if the initial configuration of carbon atoms in the cluster is reliably available. Unfortunately, the latter is a priori unknown. A popular strategy nowadays is to first use an empirical potential to determine an optimized energy structure and assume it to be close enough to the true one search for. This empirically optimized structure, determined say by the genetic algorithm (GA) method 12, 13 or the basin hopping (BH) algorithm, 14, 15 is then taken as an initial configuration and substituted into the full DFT calculation. Whether or not the cluster's lowest energy minimum calculated by this approach had been obtained depends on how well the empirical potential was constructed which, as pointed out above, entails reliable and accurate fitting of its parameters to the experimentally observed data. A numerically more tedious method which appears to go a step further is to start off, as mentioned above, with a set of initial configurations, calculate local energy minima for each of these initial configurations by the full DFT calculations, and single out the one with the lowest energy value. To ensure the lowest energy obtained, we have seen that initial configurations are prepared from a collection consisting partly from the literature and partly generated randomly as, for example, a GA case applied to Au clusters 16 or in other cases as, for instance, applied to B 20 17 and Au 18, 19 clusters in which initial configurations are all chosen randomly in an unbiased manner. This methodology is, by far, considered to be the most quantitative approach in finding the lowest energy state of a cluster but the method has the drawback of requiring to perform very heavy computations and hence a limitation to calculate clusters of small size only, around 20 atoms.
The status of the structural studies of C n described above on the energy minimization brings forth a clear issue that there is still a need to develop an optimization algorithm that can go beyond using an empirical potential (whose optimized atomic structure does not explicitly take into account valence electrons) and this algorithm, for more physical content, must retain as thorough as possible the intricate role of valence electrons as in the full DFT calculation and yet, at the same time, is computational efficient in yielding results that retain the essential flavor of a full DFT calculation. The present work aims at filling up this gap by combining the well-known BH algorithm 14, 15 which is applied to map out the optimized arrangement of atomic sites and the selfconsistent charge DFT tight binding (SCC-density functional tight-binding (DFTB) or DFTB2) theory [20] [21] [22] which is used to include semi-quantitatively the electrons in calculating the cluster's total energy. These two Coulombic species are treated on an equal footing in the present work in the course of searching for the total energy minimum.
For the BH optimization algorithm, it has been applied in our previous works to pure metallic clusters 23 and subsequently to bimetallic clusters. 24 These two theoretical calculations form the basis of the present work to extend the BH methodology to C n clusters (to be referred to as MBH hereafter). In the context of BH optimization algorithm, several recent papers are relevant and worth mentioning. Montagnon and Spiegelman 25 employed a semi-empirical model within the tight-binding scheme in which they explicitly included one-and two-center distance-dependence electrostatic interactions. These authors parametrized this semi-empirical chargeconsistent tight-binding model by referencing their analytic 26 Using this model, they found the lowest energy structures of neutral clusters C n , in particular for sizes n = 2-10, by prescribing the linear chain and monocyclic ring as initial atomic structures in conjunction with the BH optimization algorithm. Their tight-binding-based model applied the same BH technique originally developed for metallic/nonmetallic clusters. Another published calculation is that of Kiran et al. 17 who also employed the BH technique but used it to study the covalent boron cluster B 20 . Kiran et al., however, coupled the BH algorithm with the high level DFT. In the same year, Yoo and Zeng 27 applied exactly the same BH/DFT method as Kiran et al. to study the motif transition in growth patterns of silicon clusters Si n . In the following year, Bai et al. 28 combined this same theoretical strategy of Yoo and Zeng with photoelectron spectroscopy experiment to search for evidences of the prolate-to-near-spherical shape transition in anionic Si n . Successful predictions of the structural transition of B 20 from planar to tubular, 17 the unambiguous indication of anionic Si n to undergo structural transformation at n = 27, 28 the identification of the motif transition to occur at Si 16 27 prior to the onset of the prolate-tospherical-like growth-pattern transformation at n ≈ 27 and, to some extent, the confirmation of Au 20 to assume tetrahedron by Aprà et al., 18 the prediction of the stable cluster Au 40 to take on twisted, chiral pyramidal geometry by Jiang and Walter, 19 and several other mono-and heteroatomic clusters (see Table I in Ref. 29) , all in all indicate the robustness of the BH method. The MBH/DFTB2 presented here may thus be considered as semi-empirical lying between on the one hand the empirical potential and on the other hand the ab initio or DFT. We should remark moreover that most other studies of the "global" optimization for covalent clusters were done within GA approach (such as, for example, the recent works by Rehman et al. 30 and Rata et al., 31 in their studies of Si n ) although, in addition to the works [17] [18] [19] 25, 27, 28 mentioned above, the use of BH technique for geometry optimization of other covalent clusters (except carbon clusters) has been reported also (see Table I in Ref. 29) .
In this paper, we shall carry out a quantitative investigation of the lowest energy structures of C n by applying this new MBH/DFTB2 optimization algorithm. We evaluate the practicality of these two indispensable ingredients, the DFTB2 and MBH optimization algorithm, in predicting the lowest energy structures of C n . Especially for the MBH optimization algorithm developed here for C n , we suggest two modifications. One main modification is the inclusion of an additional genetic operator (GO), the cut-and-splice GO, into the original BH method 14 that uses the angular-moveand-random-displacement geneticlike operation to generate configurations. The cut-and-splice GO developed here has been inspired by previous works of Deaven and Ho, 32 Rata et al., 31 and a more recent paper by Chen et al. 33 Among these, the structural optimization method of Rata et al. is more akin to ours although the authors applied it to Si n . In their method, they introduced the "piece reflection" and "piece rotation" (technically similar to the present cut-andsplice operation) as a single-parent GO in GA and used the GA/DFTB/DFT to find the lowest energy value. Note that in the course of applying GA/DFTB, the authors also employed separately the BH-like technique to replace the parent when the "piece reflection" and "piece rotation" GO fails to yield a lower energy. Using this algorithm, the authors successfully located new isomers of Si n with lower minimized energies for n ≤ 20. In all of these latter works, the cut-and-splice GO technique has been demonstrated to be robust. Another modification in the MBH method is the use of an adjustable scaling parameter to monitor the region within which the cluster is embedded. This confinement of space strategy for structural optimization is essential for an efficient searching of the lowest energy structure and the idea is reminiscent to the minimization remarks made in the year 2000 by Hobday and Smith 34 and Doye 35 who tested this confinement technique on C n and Lennard-Jones clusters, respectively. The same technical idea has been revisited a few years later by Jackson et al. 36 within the so-called "big-bang" optimization for studying the shape transformation of larger size Si n (n > 20). This specifically designed algorithm for larger size (n > 20) Si n operates on the premise that there is a close connection between the shapes of local minima and initial volumes of Si n , and, on the basis of this correlation, their randomly generated configurations are highly compressed and then relaxed to local minima through the standard L-BFGS method. 37 As in the present work, the authors used first the DFTB 38 to calculate the total energy and subsequently quantified the DFTB results by full DFT calculations. In our opinion, the reliability and accuracy of the optimization algorithm are as important as the interacting potential in describing the lowest energy of the cluster and both certainly are two essential quantities for a trustful and meaningful determination of the lowest energy structures of clusters, C n in particular. Uncertainties in any one of these will easily lead one to draw an erroneous conclusion. With this in mind, we carry out thorough optimizations of the evolution of C n with n. The calculated C n will be compared among themselves and with existing related results obtained from other theoretical works or experimental data, if available. Through these examinations, we shall evaluate the usefulness of the MBH/DFTB2 technique in locating the optimized lowest energy minimum as well as the appropriateness and suitability of the DFTB2 in perhaps other context. This paper is organized as follows. In Secs. II A 1 and II A 2, we shall summarize briefly the essentials of DFTB2 theory and its use to calculate the total energy of C n . Then, in Sec. II B, we describe the modifications to the BH technique and the full DFT calculation with the atomic distributions obtained from MBH/DFTB2 method and were used as initial input configurations. We defer, however, further technical details to Appendix. Section III presents our calculated results for C n . The topological change among these calculated C n will first be discussed in Sec. III A and these structural results will be compared in Sec. III B with existing calculations close to ours as well as with experimentally observed data. Based on these comparisons, we comment on the accuracy of the minimization algorithm used and hence any possible conclusion that we have reached. The quality of the calculated C n will be evaluated by how well our proposed MBH method can neatly be combined with the energy expression calculated from DFTB2, and how predictive are the optimized C n structures compared to currently available theoretical calculations and experiments, either directly or indirectly. As a byproduct, we find that the optimization using the DFTB2 technique to determine the total energy of C n will shed light on how disparate the structures of C n it yields as compared, for example, with those obtained by an empirical potential. Finally, we give concluding remarks and perspectives in Sec. IV.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. DFTB2 method
Theory
In the DFTB2 scheme of Elstner et al., [38] [39] [40] a semiempirical means to simplify the electronic states in the original DFT of Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham 41, 42 was proposed. Following Matthew and Foulkes, 43 Elsner et al. [38] [39] [40] transformed the DFT total energy of a system of electrons and ions by writing the electronic charge density ρ(r) in the DFT of Hohenberg-KohnSham as a reference or input density ρ 0 (r) plus a small density fluctuation δρ(r). Up to the second order in δρ, the explicit DFTB2 total energy of a system of electrons and ions then reads
In Eq. (1),Ĥ 0 is the usual zeroth order Hamiltonian evaluated at the input or reference density ρ 0 . The E XC and V XC denote the exchange-correlation energy and potential, respectively, and E ii is the ion-ion repulsion. We shall apply Eq.
(1) to calculate the total energy of C n in the following optimization.
Parameter set for DFTB2
The calculation of the total energy of C n was performed by first applying the SCC-DFTB (DFTB2) 40 scheme using the DFTB+ program 44 (version r3130). In this DFTB+ program, the Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements were evaluated by a two-center approximation and charge transfers were included through a self-consistency scheme which is a second-order expansion procedure of the Kohn-Sham energy functional with respect to density fluctuations. Unlike the usual all-electron ab initio methods, the DFTB2 places considerably more emphasis on the valence electrons only. In this work, we use the mio-1-1 parameter set developed by Elstner et al. 40 This parameter set has been checked against both organic molecules and periodic systems, and extensive tests on its performance were found elsewhere 45 also. We remark that the structural and electronic properties obtained for C n using DFTB2 are generally more realistic than any empirical potential whose valence electrons are included but only in an average way through fitting parameters to experimentally observed data. The results of applying DFTB2 to calculate the total energy should therefore be an improvement and are closer to those using full DFT calculations. The substitution of any empirical potential by DFTB2 method is thus a step forward to taking into account of the effects of valence electrons especially when computational resources are limited.
B. Modified BH technique
The BH technique is an optimization algorithm previously proposed by Wales and Doye 14 and Li and Scheraga. 15 One distinct merit of this method is its effectiveness in locating the optimized energy value for potential energy functions with a funnel landscape. The basic idea of this method has been discussed in our previous work 23 or in Refs. 14, 15, and 29. Interested readers can consult these papers for technical details of its operation.
For the carbon cluster, the BH method has to be modified to account for the bond-order interactions among carbon atoms due to its directional bonding nature. We found, as implied in the previous related calculations, [34] [35] [36] that an appropriately chosen confinement radius 14, 23 r 0 being the nearest neighbor distance, to encapsulate the cluster is of crucial importance for an efficient and realistic determination of the lowest energy structure of C n . For general applications, we introduce an adjustable constant α to scale
Note that Eq. (2) with α = 1 was derived assuming a facecentered cubic packing for a cluster of size n. 14 For systematic studies of C n , we propose treating α as an adjustable scaling parameter whose value may be chosen to be larger or smaller than one, but should not be too large as to render the bondorder interactions of carbon atoms irrelevant. The α is thus a practical and important parameter in the present MBH, for without a α of the order of 0.85, it is impossible or inefficient to locate the lowest energy minimum of some clusters such as in our case study of C 20 applying the MBH plus the first generation Brenner potential. 9 We succeeded in predicting a fullerene structure only with α = 0.88 but failed with α = 1. In another case study applying the more realistic DFTB2 to C 24 , we have tested MBH/DFTB2 with α = 0.88 and 1.04 and recorded the details in Table I . Four separate runs were performed for each confinement radius α. It can be seen that in all four runs with α = 0.88, we can locate the fullerene structure with an average BH steps of 100, whereas with α = 1.04 only one run can successfully locate the fullerene shape and it requires 258 BH steps. Generally, therefore, a reduced α is preferred for efficiently finding the lowest energy value. As for another modification to the BH algorithm through introducing the cut-and-splice GO, we defer to the Appendix for a more detailed description. 
C. DFT optimization
In the present work, the optimized structures obtained from MBH/DFTB2 were further optimized within a full DFT calculation using deMon2k 46 (version 3.0.6) program. Calculations were carried out using the atom-centered Gaussian type orbitals available in deMon2k program. 46 The basis set with relativistic effective core potential (RECP4|SD) in conjunction with the auxiliary function set GENA2 was employed together with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange correlation functional. 47 The L-BFGS method 37 is performed without any constraints to the process of optimizing the cluster's geometry. Convergence criteria are set to be 3 × 10 −4 hartree for the norm of gradient energy and 10 −7 hartree for the total energy.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have combined Eq. (3) and the MBH technique briefed in Secs. II A and II B to calculate the lowest energy structures of C n . As a stringent check on the MBH/DFTB2 algorithm, we first test it by calculating the lowest energy structures of C 60 and C 72 . The topologies of these two representative clusters are depicted in Fig. 1 . We note that these optimized structures were relatively easy to obtain with the parameter α = 0.88 (see Eq. (2)). The searching for the energy minima of them is efficient because we were able to locate their lowest energy values within 317/500 and 479/500 Monte Carlo (MC) steps for C 60 and C 72 , respectively.
A. Topological transitions of C n (3 ≤ n ≤ 24)
Figure 2(a) shows the structural development of the most stable C n for n = 3-24 determined by MBH/DFTB2 method.
We find linear chain structures of C n for n up to 7. The cluster changes into a wavy single ring geometry at n = 8 and then switches back to a linear chain again at n = 9. For cluster sizes n = 10-18, C n maintains a planar monocyclic ring conformation except n = 12, 13, and 17 whose circular rings undulate. The polycyclic ring geometry first comes into view at n = 19 with the cluster assuming a bowl-like structure, and at n = 20 the C n displays a corannulene or buckybowl-like structure. This corannulene topology has much relevance to the cluster C 60 and it may be looked upon as a stable isomer 48 constituting the building block of C 60 . The following three clusters, C 21 -C 23 , show an entirely different geometry, i.e., they all take on planar polycyclic ring consisting of pentagonhexagon-heptagon for C 21 -C 22 and pentagon-hexagon for C 23 and these multi-rings fused to become graphitic sheets. Finally, the C 24 marks the beginning of a cage-or fullerene-like structure.
To delve more deeply into the subtle role played by valence electrons and their subtle effects on the cluster's symmetry, as arising, for example, from the possible difference between MBH/DFTB2 results and the more quantitative re-optimizations with the DFT method, we considered the minimized structures of C n obtained by MBH/DFTB2 and used them as initial input configurations to further optimize them (Sec. II C) by the deMon2k 46 (hereafter, we write results obtained from these re-optimizations as d2k). In Fig. 2(b) , we show this set of optimized structures. Let us re-examine more closely the structures calculated from MBH/DFTB2. For some clusters, n = 8, 12, 13, and 17, where their monocyclic rings exhibit wavy circumferences, we depict in addition their side views in Fig. 3 . In Table II , we summarize the minimized energy values obtained from MBH/DFTB2 and d2k methods. A general geometrical feature between these two sets of calculated C n , the MBH/DFTB2 on the one hand, and the subsequent further optimized structures by d2k on the other hand, is that they both displayed the same geometries, namely, a linear chain for n = 3-7,9, a monocyclic ring for n = 8, 10-18, a polycyclic ring for n = 19-23, and a cage-like geometry at n = 24. Quantitatively, the geometries of C n s obtained from d2k appear more symmetrical, notably for n = 10, 11, 14, and 15. Apparently, the valence electrons do play their delicate role in trimming the polygonal structures of these clusters to become more spherical. We should emphasize moreover that C n structures shown in Fig. 2(b) at rows 2nd, 5th, and 8th for . In d2k, the 3rd, 6th, and 9th rows correspond to C n with the multiplicity M = 3 at which value each cluster has its lowest total energy including electronic and magnetic considerations and the rest (2nd, 5th, and 8th rows) of C n s are unmagnetized (M = 1). Numerical values of their energies are given in Table II . n = 4, 6, 13, 15, 17, 19, 22, and 23 correspond to multiplicity M = 1 (unmagnetized) and they are not the lowest energy isomers since this set of clusters can be shown to possess lowest energies for M = 3 (at 3rd, 6th, and 9th rows) using a spin unrestricted basis set in MBH/DFTB2 calculations. Perhaps more interesting is the geometrical discrepancy seen in the wavy monocyclic ring topologies at n = 12, 13, and 17, we found that the last two wavy ring structures obtained by MBH/DFTB2 optimization become planar after further optimization by d2k; this transition from wavy to planar ring is independent of their multiplicity for C 13 and C 17 clusters. As far as the lowest energy structure is concerned, both C 13 and C 17 clusters are magnetized.
Having presented our optimized structures of each C n , obtained in both MBH/DFTB2 and d2k methods, we proceed next to examine the relative stability of C n in the size range considered here. A useful parameter to look at is the second energy difference Δ 2 E(n) of C n defined by 23, 30, 49, 50 
This quantity measures the relative structural stability of a n-atom cluster with respect to its nearest neighbors. In the literature, it has been found that Δ 2 E(n) correlates closely with the measured mass spectra. 49 Notice from Fig. 4 that Δ 2 E calculated from MBH/DFTB2 method predicts that the C n at n = 5 is relatively more stable followed by n = 7, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 whereas those obtained from rows 2nd, 5th, and 8th of Fig. 2(b) within d2k are 5, 7, 10, 14, 16, 18, and 20. The general trend of the structural stability calculated by MBH/DFTB2 seems to be that for small C n with n < 10 odd-numbered cluster is relatively more stable and for C n with n ≥ 10 even-numbered cluster is more stable. The d2k results, however, predict that larger even-numbered clusters generally are more stable than smaller size clusters with odd number (n < 10). 
B. Different size ranges and comparison with early studies
Among 22 C n clusters which were determined from MBH/DFTB2/d2k, we see from above that three size ranges 54 Since these DFT-based calculations were done for a range of sizes of C n , their results on the shape transition of C n are of intimate relevance to ours and hence invaluable references and since these DFT-based studies are at high levels of theory, they are generally more accurate for evaluating our MBH/DFTB2/d2k. Besides these three density functional studies, we do not exclude, however, comparisons with other DFT-based calculations done perhaps on specifically selected C n .
We begin with C n in the size range n < 10. The MBH/ DFTB2 predicts the linear structure to be most stable except for C 8 which exhibits a wavy monocyclic ring. The linear shape for odd number clusters C 3 , C 5 , C 7 , and C 9 agrees with the DFT studies of Hutter et al. 51 who employed a triple-ζ valence type basis set that is augmented with a d-type polarization function and Afshar et al. 54 who used a self-consistent fullpotential local-orbital basis band structure approximation and augmented the exchange-correlation potential with the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof. For even-numbered clusters C 4 , C 6 , and C 8 , the most stable geometry for both C 4 and C 8 is predicted to be a linear chain by Hutter et al. 51 and Afshar et al. (see Table I in Ref. 54 ), whereas only linear C 4 was found to be most stable by Jones 53 who employed the same DFT approximations as Hutter et al., 51 It is interesting to note that our MBH/d2k for C 4 is linear and has a multiplicity M = 3 as its lowest total energy which is the same as that found by Jones. 53 Disparities are thus seen in C 6 and C 8 with our MBH/DFTB2/d2k predicting (i) a linear chain C 6 against the monocyclic ring (D 3h symmetry) obtained by Hutter et al., 51 Jones, 53 and Afshar et al. 54 and (ii) a nonplanar monocyclic ring C 8 versus planar cyclic rings by Hutter et al., Jones and Afshar et al. To seek for the origin of these discrepancies, we consider first C 6 . Using the three molecular structures of C 6 given in Ref. 51 (shown in Fig.  4 of this reference as (7), (8) , and (6)), we calculated their respective (symmetry unrestricted) total energy by the DFTB2 and used them as initial configurations in d2k. The results are displayed in Table III . It can be seen from the latter table that the DFTB2-(6) shows indeed the linear chain C 6 has the lowest energy (and its value is essentially the same as that given in Table II ) versus the two cyclic rings, DFTB2-(7) and DFTB2- (8) . There is, however, an energy re-ordering when the relaxed DFTB2 molecular structures of C 6 are input into d2k. The cyclic ring DFTB2-(7) has become most stable relative to the cyclic ring DFTB2-(8) and linear DFTB2-(6) structures. However, as shown also in Table III , the lowest energy C 6 is one with a multiplicity M = 3 and this triplet state reverts the linear chain shape to be energetically preferred for C 6 . This linear structure for C 6 falls in line with the most stable cluster given in Table II . The magnetic trait obtained by our MBH/DFTB2/d2k for the linear geometry C 6 may have some relevance to the infrared laser spectroscopy experiment. 55 We next turn to C 8 . This is another controversial cluster in that our optimized geometry by MBH/DFTB2 shows a planar ring but having an undulated circumference. Such a nonplanar wavy monocyclic geometry is uncommon but nonetheless is not the first time that it appears in the literature. For this cluster, both Hutter et al. 51 and Afshar et al., 54 found, on the contrary, the linear geometry to be the most stable which differs from Jones 53 whose DFT-based local spin density calculation favors the planar monocyclic ring structure. Besides these studies, there were previous calculations of C 8 by Slanina et al. (Fig. 2 in Ref. 56 ) and Baranovski ( Fig. 1 in Ref. 57 ) who reported a boat-shaped structure or a wavy ring or crown-shape geometry similar to ours, even though planar ring structures were predicted also by many others [58] [59] [60] [61] all calculated within the high-level DFT theory.
In view of these diverse geometries, it is instructive to scrutinize further this undulated monocyclic C 8 . In an analysis of the minimized structure of this cluster with high levels of theory, Martin and Taylor 58 cast doubt on the genuineness of the nonplanar geometry especially the result obtained by Slanina et al. 56 within the second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory. To delve deeply into this issue, we first take the linear and planar cyclic structures of C 8 given in the paper of Hutter et al. (Fig. 5 of Ref. 51 ) and calculate their respective (symmetry unrestricted) total energy by DFTB2. The latter are then substituted into d2k for re-optimization. These results are collected in the same Table III above. For both the linear DFTB2-(9) and monocyclic ring DFTB2-(10) configurations, we find their (symmetry unrestricted) total energies higher than that obtained by MBH/DFTB2; the TABLE III. Sets of initial configurations ( (7), (8), (6)) and ( (9), (10) geometry of the DFTB2-(10) cyclic C 8 has in fact become nonplanar assuming a twisted C 2h symmetry implying that the wavy characteristic is the consequence of the DFTB2 approximation. From this point of view, we are inclined to agree with the remark made by Martin and Taylor 58 that the undulated geometry of C 8 could be an artifact despite the fact that the MBH/DFTB2/d2k yields a lower energy relative to DFTB2-(10)/d2k. Note, however, that there is a subtle characteristic shown in Table III which is that the energy of the linear C 8 obtained by DFTB2-(9)/d2k has a lower energy than the MBH/DFTB2/d2k wavy cyclic ring given in Table II and this energy difference is independent of the multiplicity. Apparently, there is an energy reordering between the undulated cyclic ring and linear chain geometries of C 8 . Since the latter two structures have no imaginary frequencies, they are local minima but the linear chain C 8 is the most stable isomer, and this structure is in line with the findings of Hutter et al. 51 and Afshar et al. 54 We should perhaps reiterate that the MBH/DFTB2 is an approximate semi-empirical approach to calculate the cluster total energy. The minimized C 8 obtained and its subsequent reoptimization by d2k is within this approximation. If, however, one were to go beyond the DFTB2 to its more recent generation, the so-called DFTB3, 62 the same MBH calculation that combines with it may predict a different ordering in energies. Indeed, we have checked that the linear chain C 8 is a more stable isomer relative to cyclic C 8 when MBH/DFTB3 is used.
Turning next to the second size range 10 ≤ n < 19, our lowest energy C n by MBH/DFTB2 is all in monocyclic ring shape and they are in complete agreement with the most stable ring isomers found by (i) Afshar et al. 54 for C 10 -C 12 , (ii) Jones 53 for C 10 , C 12 , C 14 , and C 16 , (iii) Jones and Seifert 52 for C 14 , C 16 , and C 18 , and (iv) Hutter et al. 51 for this whole size range. We remark that the most stable structure of C 18 found by Jones and Seifert 52 is different from Jones, 53 the former obtained monocyclic ring versus cage in the latter. A possible reason for such an inconsistency may be traced to the use of different bases, being TVZP (triple zeta basis with polarization functions TZVP, auxiliary basis A2) by Jones 53 and TZ94P (triple zeta basis with polarization functions TZ94P, auxiliary basis TZ94AUX) by Jones and Seifert. 52 Common feature of clusters C 12 , C 13 , and C 17 is that their geometries are monocyclic rings but all exhibiting wavy circumferences within MBH/DFTB2. Among these clusters, C 12 deserves a closer examination and further assessment since only this cluster continues showing undulated circumference even after d2k re-optimization. The degree of waviness is, however, much less severe than C 8 . As for the case C 8 , the same kind of numerical analysis can be done also for C 12 using the planar cyclic structure published by Hutter et al. (Fig. 7 of Ref. 51) . We find that the DFTB2 (symmetry unrestricted) total energy (−548.313 681 eV) is higher than that given in Table II and the wavy circumference is still seen to persist though reduced. This is another concrete evidence pointing to the DFTB2 as causing the undulated circumference ring. Now, upon substituting this weakly wavy cyclic ring geometry of C 12 into d2k, the reoptimized structure becomes planar and its geometry is more spherical. This reoptimized C 12 by d2k with initial configuration taken from Hutter et al., 51 symmetry unrestrictedly relaxed by DFTB2, has an energy value −1846.070 791 eV which is also lower than MBH/DFTB2/d2k detailed in Table II . There is thus an ordering in energy between the nonplanar and planar cyclic rings. Note moreover that the planar monocyclic ring C 12 after d2k re-optimization is a stable isomer because it has no imaginary frequency. Again, the undulated circumference seen in cyclic C 12 obtained by MBH/DFTB2 is the consequence of our use of DFTB2.
We move on to the size range 19 ≤ n < 24. In this size range, our MBH/DFT2/d2k predicts graphitic polycyclic rings which differ from cage geometries found by Jones and Seifert 52 and Jones. 53 There are, thus, considerable differences in C n in this size range especially at the size n marking the topological transition. We discuss below some clusters C n that are relevant to the present work or have aroused interest in the literature. In our preliminary assessing the accuracy and efficiency of MBH algorithm, we have applied the first 9 and second 10 generations of the empirical Brenner potential to calculate the cluster's total energy. Within the MBH that combines separately with the first and second generations of the empirical Brenner potential, we found 63 the optimized structure of C 19 assuming a cage-like and a planar graphenelike geometries, respectively (Fig. 5) . As shown in Fig. 5 , the C 19 calculated by MBH/DFTB2 displays an entirely different topology. We see in this cluster a centrally located pentagon which is surrounded by four hexagons and another pentagon that joins to it side by side. As a whole, the cluster displays a graphitic bowl-like structure in marked contrast to the cagelike (planar graphene-like) structure predicted by the MBH with the empirical first (second) generation Brenner potential used in calculating the total energy. The interesting feature of C 19 is the occurrence of two pentagons fused to each other. It is reminiscent of the non-isolated pentagon rule discussed in two recent reviews. 64, 65 The C 19 which is displayed in Fig. 2 (a) for MBH/DFTB2 and redrawn in Fig. 5 for comparison is a pentalene of Type E (see Fig. 12 in Ref. 65) . It has the same substructure as the non-isolated pentagon of cluster C 72 ( Fig. 1) calculated also by the present MBH/DFTB2 technique; this C 72 structure has been reported by Slanina et al. 66 as well. The C 20 is perhaps the most fascinating and most studied cluster. For this cluster, the DFT-based studies of both Jones and Seifert 52 and Jones 53 found the cage structure to be most stable. Kroto, 67 in his studies of the stability of fullerene C n , proposed five basic empirical arguments to assess the relative stability of fullerenes and asserted that the arrangement of pentagons and hexagons is a crucial factor for a fullerene to be stable. The cluster C 20 , according to these empirical arguments, is a close fullerene experiencing the most strained that could exist. The experimental mass spectrum pattern reported by Cox et al. 68 implies, however, that this smallest fullerene with only 12 pentagons would be too strained to exist since a clear break was observed at C 24 but no evidence for C 20 . On the other hand, the more recent photoelectron spectroscopy experiments of Prinzbach et al. replacement of hydrogen atoms by bromine atoms followed by debromination) have apparently indicated its existence. Note, however, that the same experimental technique has also asserted by the authors the existence of bowl structure. These experimental findings are encouraging for they give clue to our understanding of how fullerenes are formed. In a commentary review, Jarrold 8 discussed further six common forms of C 20 structures, namely, linear chain, ring, bowl, fullerene, bowtie, and tadpole; he drew much of his commentary view from examining the experimental work of Prinzbach et al. and arrived at a general structural consensus that the bowllike geometry probably has the lowest energy structure. Our C 20 results within MBH/DFTB2 and d2k optimizations, and some more recent theoretical calculations, 70, 71 affirm the bowl structure to be the most stable cluster. We should emphasize furthermore that the lowest energy structure that rests on the analysis of energetics depends strongly on the hybrid functionals selected as pointed out by An et al. 71 in their recent detailed calculations of a wide range of the latter. On the basis of the conclusive remarks of An et al., the extensive numerical calculations of Allison and Beran 72 on the relative energies of 24 C 20 isomers where the ring geometry is concluded to be the global minimum can be due to their use of hybrid density functional B3LYP (see the detailed analysis in Ref. 71) .
Coming to C 21 -C 23 , both Jones and Seifert 52 and Jones 53 have shown in his DFT-based local spin density calculations that the cage structure C 22 with fourfold rings is the most stable isomer. None of the rest of the isomers that they have studied for C 22 falls in line with ours (see Fig. 2 ). There is thus an obvious disagreement between their findings for the most stable cluster C 22 and ours. However, a remark made by Jones 53 that the polycyclic rings shape is considerably more stable than bicyclic structures does shed light on the reasonableness of our multi-ring geometry. In our MBH/DFTB2/d2k calculations, the three clusters C 21 -C 23 have one common feature which is that they all show multi-ring planar structures. The cluster C 21 (C 22 ) composes of polycyclic rings of pentagon, hexagon, and heptagon with one pentagon positioned centrally and is surrounded by one (two) heptagon(s) and four (three) hexagons, whereas in C 23 , this cluster is also graphitic with one hexagon centrally positioned and is surrounded by a pentagon and six other hexagons. Notice that in C 23 , the larger strain comes from the pentagon at the edge and it has distorted the planar geometry creating a weakly saucer-shape at this portion of the edge. Apparently, the strictly planar geometries of C 21 and C 22 must be due to the presence of heptagon(s) which behave like sponge(s) absorbing the strain created by the pentagon. This pentagon-induce-strained consequence explains the bowl-like structure seen in C 20 . Our MBH/DFTB2/d2k calculations therefore predict the topological transition from a monocyclic ring at n = 18 to a two-or quasi-two dimensional polycyclic rings for 19 ≤ n ≤ 23. The cage or fullerene-like shape first emerges in our MBH/DFTB2/d2k minimization at n = 24. For this cluster, Jones and Seifert 52 and Jones 53 both found the most stable isomer to be the same fullerene-like geometry as ours. The cluster (in the orientation shown) has one horizontal hexagon resided at the top and circumferentially displaced by half a bond-length is another horizontal hexagon located at the bottom. Sandwiched between these horizontal hexagons and going round the side are pentagons. The point group symmetry is D 6d . Our calculations by the MBH/DFTB2 and d2k which predict the 2D at n = 23 transit to 3D at n = 24. This topological transition at n = 23 appears reasonable because of the less stable structure of C 23 as described above and also of the mass spectrum pattern of Cox et al. 68 showing a clear nonzero peak beginning at C 24 .
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVES
We have proposed a modified optimization algorithm for studying the structures of carbon clusters with emphasis stressing equal footing of the roles played by valence electrons and ions in carbon atoms. For the valence electrons, we go beyond using an empirical interatomic potential in which the electronic degrees of freedom are considered but in some average sense through fitting to experimentally observed data, and replacing it by DFTB2 where the interactions of valence electrons that are intricately coupled with positively charged ions are accounted for semi-quantitatively. That DFTB2 was chosen for calculating the total energy instead of a full DFT with selected hybrid functionals, apart from the practical consideration that numerical computations can be ∼10 3 to 10 4 times faster and be used for larger size C n , 38 the relaxation of DFTB2 to DFT minima follows roughly a constant energy change implying that the ordering of DFT energies at the DFTB2 shapes is reliable. 31 For the distribution of ions, we proffer modifying the BH method 14, 23, 24 and include in the algorithm the cut-and-splice GO which, we believe, will substantially improve searching of the energy minimum value. From the cost-effectiveness point of view, we find that it is a good addition to the original BH technique and naturally is more appropriate for C n . We introduced also another modification related to monitoring the region within which the cluster is embedded. For this modification, we tested two well-known larger clusters, C 60 and C 72 , and a smaller cluster C 24 and easily found their optimized energies. These numerical results show that this modification leads to more efficient, reliable, and accurate searching of the lowest energy minimum. On further systematic calculations for C 3 -C 24 , subtle changes in C n 's topology were discovered. The MBH/DFTB2 predicts a linear chain for n = 3-7,9, a monocyclic ring structure for n = 8,10-18, a multi-ring geometry for n = 19-23, and a cage-like shape for C 24 . Abnormal ring structures are seen for n = 8, 12, 13, and 17; within MBH/DFTB2, these monocyclic rings are not planar but undergo undulations along their respective circumference. The wavy ring structure is the strongest for n = 8 and decreases to a weak waviness as n increases. Upon re-optimizing by d2k, the wavy structures of cyclic C 8 and C 12 persist whereas those of C 13 and C 17 become planar. Since the wavy geometry of cyclic C 8 has been alluded to be an artifact, this prompts us to delve further into this cluster. By choosing a relaxed planar structure of C 8 from the literature, 51 we relaxed it by DFTB2 and noticed that its energy is higher than that of MBH/DFTB2 and it displays a nonplanar monocyclic shape with a twisted C 2h symmetry. Upon performing re-optimization of the latter by d2k, we found that the optimized geometry of the cyclic C 8 still has a higher energy value (than the corresponding one obtained from MBH/DFTB2/d2k) but its topology has become planar. What is unexpected is our discovery of repeating the same analysis for the linear chain structure of C 8 taken from the same source, 51 because now an energy re-ordering has occurred since the linear geometry by DFTB2-(9)/d2k was found to have a lower energy than MBH/DFTB2/d2k. Similar numerical procedure was applied to cyclic C 12 and we arrived at the same conclusion as C 8 in that the DFTB2 is the cause of the circumferential waviness. Perhaps more interesting is our minimized C 19 . This cluster is seldom studied and discussed in the literature. It has two fused pentagons and they are surrounded on their sides by four hexagons. The strains created by the fused pentagons cause its topology to become bowl-like and the structure is reminiscent of C 72 ( Fig. 1) whose structure satisfies the non-isolated pentagon rule. 64, 65 Our polycyclic ring geometry of C 20 displays bowllike and it satisfies the isolated pentagon rule. 67 The set of clusters C 21 -C 23 are all planar, polycyclic, and show graphenelike topologies. These three clusters have one common feature in that they all contain one pentagon either positioned centrally (C 21 , C 22 ) or resided at the edge (C 23 ). The first transition from planar/quasi-planar geometry to cage-like or fullerenelike three-dimensional structure is observed at C 23 → C 24 . We have also calculated the second energy difference to study the cluster's stability. Our calculations indicate that relatively more stable clusters are n = 5, 7, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20, whereas those further optimized by d2k are n = 5, 7, 10, 14, 16, 18, and 20. Thus, the general trend of the structural stability calculated by MBH/DFTB2 indicates that for small C n with n < 10 odd-numbered cluster is relatively more stable and for C n with n ≥ 10 even-numbered cluster is more stable. The d2k results, however, predict the larger even-numbered clusters generally more stable than those smaller size oddnumbered clusters (n < 10). Finally, the present work shows unambiguously that for an accurate and reliable prediction of the structural transitions of C n , the interactions among valence electrons, ions, and between them are equally important in the optimization algorithm and hence must be treated on an equal footing.
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APPENDIX: MODIFIED BASIN HOPPING TECHNIQUE
In this appendix, only modifications made to the BH algorithm are described in detail. For a cluster of n atoms, we generate randomly an atomic configuration for them and these atoms are confined to lie inside a sphere of radius R * d (see Sec. II B). In addition, we add to any new atomic configuration generated according to the BH technique another new atomic configuration generated by the cut-and-splice technique. 32 For the former which involves angular move and random displacement (AMRD), the interested readers can consult either the original paper by Wales and Doye 14 or our previous work. 23 The very recent review article by Heiles and Johnston 29 also gives a detailed description of the idea behind. For the latter, it operates as follows. Consider the BH step briefed above in the usual BH technique as a GO applied to generate a new atomic configuration for a subsequent MC run, the cut-and-splice strategy is just another practical GO which, we believe, is appropriate for C n clusters. This GO was originated with Deaven and Ho 32 who developed and used it for their study of the well-known C 60 cluster. In the context of GA technique, this so-called cut-and-splice GO is conceptually similar to the one-point crossover 23 that one customarily employs to generate new atomic configurations for executing the GA optimization of metallic clusters. Since the bonding nature of C n is characterized by the valenceelectron-sharing type compared with the nearly uniform distribution of valence-electron type, the inherent bond-order interactions of the former must thus be explicitly taken into account. We therefore turn to examine more closely the consequence of these differences in interactions and include, from a fundamental point of view, a GO that will enhance the searching capability and efficiency of the lowest energy structure of C n .
Inspired by the previous work of Deaven and Ho, 32 subsequent paper by Rata et al. 31 and a more recent communication of Chen et al., 33 we develop a similar cut-and-splice GO which has much resemblance to the one-point crossover. This GO works operationally as follows. Considering two parent clusters (to be elaborated further below), A and B, each of which contains n atoms, we produce the offspring(s) by combining numerically a group of atoms m < n from parent A and another group of atoms = n − m from parent B. How does one choose these two groups of atoms m and from parents A and B, respectively?
To choose the group of atoms m from A, let us focus on the parent cluster A. We locate in the first place the center of mass of cluster A whose atoms we label randomly as 1-n and take it as the origin of a coordinate system. Next, we find out the rotational axis which has the least moment of inertia and align it along the z axis. To apply the one-point crossover operator, we generate randomly between 1-n a number p which is the crossover point. To proceed, we locate the atom among atoms 1-n that is the farthest from the origin and tag this atom with a label "1." With respect to the latter, the rest of the n − 1 atoms are re-labeled in an ascending order according to their distances from this tagged atom 1. In this way, the cluster is divided into two parts, A and A by their distances from this "new" origin (tagged atom "1"); the A part thus consists of atoms 1 to p and the A part from p + 1 to n. At this point, we may set the m atoms mentioned above as the cross point p, i.e., m ≡ p, to define the total number of atoms 1-p. Operating the same procedure for the second parent B cluster, we obtain also two groups of atoms, B and B . Note that the partition of atoms into A and A allows us to separate unambiguously by distances two groups of atoms, one with atoms nearer to the "new" origin at tagged atom "1" and another with atoms farther from this same origin. Such a separation in groups of atoms also facilitates us to combine one group of atoms from say their distances at sites (1, 2, . . . , p) in A with another group of atoms at sites (p + 1, 2, . . . , n) in say B c when both parents A and B are set to have the same origin. The two sets (1, 2, . . . , p) in A and (p + 1, 2, . . . , n) in B can be positioned so that we can manually move one with respect to another along the z axis. At this point, the cut-and-splice operation can be proceeded by gradually moving A (or B ) part group of atoms towards the B (or A ) part group of atoms whose atomic labels are p + 1 to n until a prescribed distance between atoms in each part is achieved (we set ∼1.4 Å in the present work). New offspring(s) A -B and B -A are thus generated.
Since two parents are required for the implementation of the cut-and-splice GO into BH method, we describe next how these parents are chosen. It runs as follows. Soon after a random configuration of n atoms was generated, the standard BH strategy, i.e., AMRD was activated. A cyclic computation consisting of 500 MC steps was performed. In the course of running these 500 MC steps, we compare at each step, energies of say the current ith step and the preceding (i − 1)th step, and record the lower one of these two steps and the latter was validated further against the lowest energy value we recorded in preceding MC steps {1, 2, . . . ,i − 2}th. We shall update and store the one with the lowest energy. Thus, the current ith step configuration (which was compared with the preceding (i − 1)th MC step) is always one of the two parents, say the first parent. A decision has to be made before moving on to the (i + 1)th step as to whether we proceed with BH procedure of generating an atomic configuration according to either the AMRD, or, along the line of cut-and-splice strategy. If it is the former, the next (i + 1)th BH step is continued according to AMRD ignoring the lower energy configuration that is routinely stored, while, if it is the latter, we retrieve the lowest energy that we have updated and stored from preceding MC steps and this will be the second parent. With these two parents, the BH move which includes this cut-and-splice GO to generate new configuration proceeds. When the cyclic computation ends, the lowest local energy minimum will be the energy sought for. We set equal weight, i.e., 50% probability for each of these two selections.
We found that this new GO added to the original BH method efficiently produces offsprings which have higher "fitness" 23 and with this GO addition, the structural characteristics of the cluster are preserved by this crossover operation and, most importantly, the manifestation of the lowest energy comes from its descendants. By this newly introduced cutand-splice GO, the buckminsterfullerene C 60 structure and C 72 can be successfully found. In comparison with the calculation of C 60 by Deaven and Ho 32 who applied the GA with a cutand-splice operator and a mutation operator, we found the lowest energy structure at 317/500 MC steps and this search performance may be compared with roughly 5500 mating operations used by these authors.
